The basic elements of web accessible text and type include:

→ **Minimum Font Sizes**
Regular text should not be smaller than 14px (11pt) font and body fonts are a standard 16px (12pt) font. Large text = 18px (14pt) and bold or larger or; 24px (18pt) or larger.

→ **Accessible Font Types**
San Serif and Slab Serif fonts are considered the most reader-friendly fonts. Some of the most accessible fonts are Arial, Calibri, Helvetica, Tahoma, Verdana, Arvo, Museo Slab and Rockwell.

→ **Readable Font Styles**
Fonts for all areas of informational content should be open, clear, and not blurred, distorted, or too ornate. Try and use fonts with even and open letters.

→ **Text On Backgrounds**
Make sure fonts can also be read clearly on all areas of the background that it covers such as illustrations, photos, gradients, and textures.

→ **Text in All Areas**
Fonts should be readable in all areas of your content including headings, body text, tables, navigation, buttons & links, footnotes, callouts, labels, placeholder text, captions, and subtext.